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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Outlook

The search for a permanent Electric Dipole Moment (EDM) on the deuteron

provides an unique way to investigate new sources of CP and, assuming CPT

symmetry, T violation. In particular the role of possible CP violating nucleon-

nucleon interactions can be probed. In the framework of certain models beyond

the Standard Model the deuteron might be more sensitive than the neutron [56].

The proposal to search for an EDM on the deuteron at a level of 10−29 e.cm

using an electro-magnetic storage ring was brought forward by the deuteron EDM

Storage Ring Collaboration. Such an experiment relies on the interaction between

the EDM of the deuteron and the radial motional electric field a relativistic

particle experiences in a magnetic field. Such fields can be up to a thousand

times higher than those reachable in a laboratory with standard high voltage

(high electric field) techniques. This interaction causes an additional precession

around the radius vector of the orbital plane. This additional precession is an

unique signal of an non-zero EDM. It can be measured by continuously monitoring

the polarization of the stored particles and identifying a change in its vertical

component.

The precision with which this change can be detected determines the sensitivity

to an EDM. A highly efficient polarimeter capable of identifying a change in

polarization at the level of 10−7 means the possibility of detecting an EDM on

the deuteron at the level of 10−29 e.cm.

The suitability of a proposed deuteron EDM polarimeter concept was investigated

through simulation studies and exploratory experiments. This concept is based
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on spin dependent nuclear scattering. It consists of three distinct functional

components:

• A slow extraction mechanism to direct the particles to a polarization

analyzing target,

• a thick analyzer target in which polarization dependent nuclear scatter-

ing takes place, and

• a position/angle sensitive detector of the scattered particles.

The best suited slow extraction method identified is through beam emittance

growth. Two approaches were explored: extraction via gas interaction and

stochastic slow extraction. For the exploratory studies discussed here, the latter

proved to be better due to the insufficient target density available for extrac-

tion via gas interaction. The target material of choice was identified to be 12C.

The selection of the right target thickness requires a detailed a scattering model.

Therefore, a data-driven deuteron-induced scattering model was constructed. A

reliable model requires data for a wide range of energies, scattering angles and a

variety of deuteron-induced reactions. In the literature many high quality data

sets are available for deuteron on carbon elastic scattering. Precise data for other

reactions in the energy range of interest were not available. This was addressed

by gathering new cross section and analyzing power data in particular for in-

elastic and deuteron breakup reactions. To improve the predictive power of the

model, more data over a wider energy range are desirable. Based on this model

and a figure of merit, defined as the statistical sensitivity per extracted particle,

the performance of the system was studied and optimized as a function of target

and detector geometry. Significant improvement in the performance over typical

polarimeters in storage ring environments has been predicted. For the optimal

configuration the figure-of-merit is 3 to 4 orders larger than then for the typical

polarimeters.

The EDDA detector at COSY closely resembles the envisioned dEDM polarime-

ter. Therefore the feasibility of using such a setup as the dEDM polarimeter

was studied experimentally. It was shown that the key features of this concept

(slow extraction, thick target and an integrating detector system) led to a highly
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efficient device. Quantitatively , the performance of the polarimeter matched the

predictions from model simulations within one order of magnitude. Efficiency,

figure-of-merit and analyzing power were determined for two different setup con-

figurations with respect to the energy of the detected particles:

• A low threshold configuration yielded high detection efficiencies η = 1.5 ×
10−2, low analyzing powers Ay = 0.048 and a figure-of-merit of 4.6× 10−6.

• A high threshold configuration yielded low detection efficiencies η = 10−3,

large analyzing powers Ay = 0.22 and a figure-of-merit of 4.8× 10−6.

The similar figures-of-merit indicate that the reachable statistical precision is

equivalent. The lower efficiency and corresponding lower rates for the high energy

threshold enables a simpler data acquisition system. The larger analyzing powers

reduce the sensitivity to systematic effects.

Several sources of systematic effects have been investigated. An analytical model

parameterizing the effects of beam displacements and rotations was created. This

model describes the change in three experimental asymmetries:

• The left-right asymmetry ALR of the number of detected particles in the

left and right detectors.

• The Cross Ratio εLR: a polarization sensitive asymmetry calculated from

the number of particles in the left and right detectors for two beams with

opposite vector polarization.

• The Zeta parameter ζ: a polarization insensitive asymmetry calculated

from the number of particles in the left and right detectors for two beams

with opposite vector polarization.

The model predictions indicate a large first order sensitivity of ALR on beam

displacements and rotations. The magnitude of this is mainly affected by the

derivative of the cross section with respect to the scattering angle.

The sensitivity of εLR was found to be second order in beam displacements and

rotations. In this case, the magnitude of the sensitivity is mainly affected by the

derivative of the analyzing power with respect to the scattering angle, without

compromising the sensitivity to the polarization, compared to ALR.
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The opposite is true for the ζ parameter. It has a large first order dependence

on beam displacements and rotations. Its magnitude is mainly affected by the

derivative of the cross section with respect to the scattering angle. Its sensitivity

to the polarization is absent to first order. This parameter provides an indepen-

dent measure of the beam perturbations and can thus be used to further improve

the robustness against systematic effects. In this work these effects were also

studied experimentally. The behavior and magnitude of ALR, εLR and ζ have

been confirmed.

This work demonstrated the ability to predict the sensitivity to polarization and

systematic effects and warrants further development of this concept for final use

in the dEDM experiment. It shows that with existing beams and polarimetry

concepts a deuteron EDM experiment at the level of 10−29 e.cm is feasible and

realistic. At this level of sensitivity stringent bounds on new Physics can be set

or new Physics can be found. Based on the success of the preparatory studies for

a deuteron EDM experiment the German Research Institute in Jülich is consid-

ering to host and set up a definitive experiment [112].

Further refinements beyond the work reported here are in progress. The goal

is to arrive at an even more optimized and efficient experimental configuration.

This includes the construction of an analytical model including both rate and

geometry induced effects. The need for a more complete model was motivated by

rate effects observed during subsequent experiments at COSY (not contained in

this thesis). The analysis of already taken data is underway to verify the ability

to detected signals within one order of magnitude of the projected dEDM signal.

A potential experiment to search for a proton EDM has emerged in the course of

the work presented here. All the studies presented in this thesis are qualitatively

valid also for the proton. The polarimeter is one of the key elements of any

modern and sensitive EDM experiment. The investigated concept was proven to

posses the desired high efficiency and robustness against the dominant systematic

effects. This evens the road to a highly precise EDM search on the proton and

the deuteron with even higher sensitivity to new Physics and with expected high

significance of future model building beyond the Standard Model.
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